Editorial on Pediatric Critical Care

Translating scientific evidence into the art of caring for critically ill
children across the globe
From the time that the earliest pediatric intensive care units (ICUs) were established in Europe, Australia, and North
America in the 1950s and 60s, the specialty of pediatric critical care medicine has grown globally by leaps and bounds (1).
Pediatric critical care medicine emerged as a unique specialty from the intersection of five important fields in medicine: adult
respiratory intensive care, neonatology, and neonatal intensive care, pediatric general surgery, pediatric cardiac surgery, and
pediatric anesthesiology. Following the establishment of pediatric ICUs, pediatric critical care medicine grew rapidly as an
academic subspecialty to develop strong standards of care and train future generations of clinicians and scientists. Globally,
pediatric critical care medicine has spread across all continents with numerous leaders and distinguished clinicians in many
countries leading to further growth in clinical care and scientific research to fuel discovery and innovation (1-3). Multiple
international societies such as the World Federation of Pediatric Intensive and Critical Care Societies (WFPICCS), Society
of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM), European Society of Pediatric and Neonatal Intensive Care (ESPNIC), Australian and
New Zealand Intensive Care Society (ANZICS), Sociedad Latinoamericana de Cuidados Intensivos Pediátricos (SLACIP),
Red Colaborativa Pediatrcia de Lationamerica (LARed) and Pediatric Acute & Critical Care Medicine Asian Network
(PACCMAN) have broadened the reach of pediatric critical care medicine across every country with cutting edge research
collaboration and excellence in clinical care delivery models. It can be rightly said that pediatric critical care medicine belongs
to the global village of practitioners and scientists who strive tirelessly to improve the health and future of critically ill
children across the world.
Advances in pediatric critical care medicine encompass a better understanding of disease states, newer interventions with
innovations in therapeutics and devices, and better team integration of multiple disciplines and workflow processes to enhance
the quality of care and outcomes from critical illness in children. From the early days of physician-driven care of infants
with acute respiratory failure requiring manual hand ventilation to the modern interdisciplinary ICU with complex decision
support and advanced ventilator technologies involving smart devices and skilled teams of physicians, nurses, respiratory
therapists, and pharmacists, the clinical care of critically ill children has been greatly enhanced through advances in scientific
research and quality improvement methods. This special series on pediatric critical care medicine is a curated collection of
cutting-edge articles by leading clinician-scientists from across the world in the field of pediatric critical care medicine. As
editors, we are particularly proud to have assembled this series of articles authored by a diverse group of multidisciplinary
experts from different geographical regions. These articles emphasize how scientific evidence can build the foundation for
outstanding clinical care to improve outcomes in pediatric critical illness. Some articles cover well-known disease states such
as acute respiratory distress syndrome (4,5), severe sepsis (6,7) and septic shock (8), and traumatic brain injury (9) and provide
the latest translational science context that serves to underpin our current understanding of how best to care for these children
(10-12). Other articles emphasize the evidence for best practices for ICU interventions such as sedation management (13),
nutrition therapy (14,15), and early mobilization with rehabilitation (16). These articles also focus on topical and relevant
issues such as pandemic considerations for the ICU (17), the role of the microbiota (14), and moral and ethical dilemmas in
the care of critically ill children (18-21). Together, these articles serve as a compendium of how best to translate scientific
evidence into the art of caring for critically ill children across the globe.
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